In situ study of photo- and thermo-induced color centers in photochromic rutile TiO2 in the temperature range 90-720 K.
This article reports an in situ UV-Vis-NIR diffuse reflectance (DR) spectroscopic and kinetic study of the photoformation and thermal annealing of light absorbing electronic point defects (color centers) in photochromic TiO2 in the temperature range 90-720 K using a simple laboratory-made cryostat-type accessory (for a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere). The accessory also allowed for UV-Vis-NIR DR studies to be undertaken either in vacuum or in an oxygen atmosphere at significantly high temperatures (to 720 K) to assess dark chemical events occurring in photochromic titania with the participation of color centers. The DR spectral and kinetic measurements provided the opportunity to examine the separation of photoinduced charge carriers at traps and thermally stimulated carrier detrapping and recombination, as well as the response of color centers to oxidative/reductive treatments of photochromic TiO2. Kinetic results also demonstrate the applicability of the fabricated DR accessory as a high-temperature reaction cell in the systematic study of the principal regularities in the formation and destruction of color centers in titania at various temperatures and gaseous atmospheres.